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A holon (Greek: á½…Î»Î¿Î½, holon neuter form of á½…Î»Î¿Ï‚, holos "whole") is something that is
simultaneously a whole and a part. The word was used by Arthur Koestler in his book The Ghost in the
Machine (1967, p. 48) and the phrase to hÃ³lon is a Greek translation from the Latin word universum, in the
sense of totality, a whole. Koestler was influenced by two observations in proposing the ...
Holon (philosophy) - Wikipedia
Control theory in control systems engineering is a subfield of mathematics that deals with the control of
continuously operating dynamical systems in engineered processes and machines. The objective is to
develop a control model for controlling such systems using a control action in an optimum manner without
delay or overshoot and ensuring control stability.
Control theory - Wikipedia
Cognition is embodied when it is deeply dependent upon features of the physical body of an agent, that is,
when aspects of the agent's body beyond the brain play a significant causal or physically constitutive role in
cognitive processing.
Embodied Cognition (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
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La Embajada de los Estados Unidos de AmÃ©rica otorgÃ³ un reconocimiento al ITAM por su excelencia
acadÃ©mica para formar destacados lÃ-deres mexicanos; por la distinguida participaciÃ³n de sus alumnos
en el programa Fulbright-GarcÃ-a Robles, asÃ- como por su estrecha colaboraciÃ³n con esta misiÃ³n
diplomÃ¡tica para promover un mejor entendimiento de los Estados Unidos en MÃ©xico.
Premios y Distinciones | ITAM
Abstracts "The Power of Systems: How Policy Sciences Opened Up the Cold War World" This talk reviews
an influential conceptualization of prediction that was created by the 'father' of cybernetics, the US
mathematician Norbert Wiener in the 1940s-60s.
The Cybernetics Society
ArtÃ-culos Â¿QuÃ© es el fraude electoral? Su naturaleza, sus causas y consecuencias*. What is Electoral
Fraud? Its Nature, Causes and Consequences
Â¿QuÃ© es el fraude electoral? Su naturaleza, sus causas y
The anthropologist Carlos Reynoso, of the University of Buenos Aires (Argentina), in several of his
publications, has presented a set of critiques of Edgar Morin's complexity paradigm.
El pensamiento complejo de Edgar Morin. CrÃ-ticas
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